In this paper, we propose a refined multi-stage multi-task training strategy to improve the performance of online attentionbased encoder-decoder (AED) models. A three-stage training based on three levels of architectural granularity namely, character encoder, byte pair encoding (BPE) based encoder, and attention decoder, is proposed. Also, multi-task learning based on two-levels of linguistic granularity namely, character and BPE, is used. We explore different pre-training strategies for the encoders including transfer learning from a bidirectional encoder. Our encoder-decoder models with online attention show ∼35% and ∼10% relative improvement over their baselines for smaller and bigger models, respectively. Our models achieve a word error rate (WER) of 5.04% and 4.48% on the Librispeech test-clean data for the smaller and bigger models respectively after fusion with long short-term memory (LSTM) based external language model (LM).
INTRODUCTION
Recently, attention-based encoder-decoder (AED) models have gained popularity for developing end-to-end neural network based automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems [1, 2, 3] . One of the primary advantages of AED models is that the language information is tightly coupled into the decoder, obviating the need for an external language model (LM). AED models have been shown to perform better than other end-to-end models, namely, connectionist temporal classification (CTC) and recurrent neural network transducer (RNN-T) models [4] . With large amounts of transcribed data (>1000 hrs), the AED models perform even better than the conventional DNN-HMM systems [1, 3] . This makes the AED models one of the best candidates for both server-side and on-device ASR applications. However, most of the best performing AED models use a bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) based encoder and attend to the entire input sequence, which makes them not suitable for online decoding.
Conventional HMM-DNN based ASR systems which use unidirectional long short-term memory (ULSTM), time-delay neural network (TDNN) or convolutional neural network (CNN) based architectures, as well as other end-to-end architectures namely, CTC and RNN-T models, are capable of online decoding. However, both the HMM-DNN and CTC models need an external LM to achieve good performance, especially for large vocabulary ASR systems. RNN-T models also need a separate predictor network to capture the language information. RNN-T models with small footprints which are also capable of online decoding have been recently shown to perform extremely well for on-device applications [5] . AED models with monotonic attention have also been proposed earlier for online decoding [6, 7] . A hard monotonic attention based encoder-decoder was first proposed in [6] . A much improved soft monotonic chunkwise attention (MoChA) based model was proposed in [7] . However, the performance of these monotonic attention models lags behind their full attention [8] counterparts, as well as other model architectures capable of online decoding. In this paper, our primary focus is to improve the performance of encoder-decoder models with online attention.
Online end-to-end models (CTC or attention-based) with deep neural architectures, when trained with random initialization, often have had difficulties in converging well [9, 10] . Several initialization strategies have been proposed to avoid this problem and improve model convergence. In [11] , it was shown that using a pre-training strategy improves the generalization capability and hence performance of models in several seq2seq problems such as machine translation and abstractive summarization. Initializing a word-based CTC model with a pre-trained phone-based CTC model was found to be useful in [12] . Similarly, multi-task learning on hierarchical models has also been found to be effective, as in [13] . Using teacher-student transfer learning, to train a CTC based online ULSTM student from a BLSTM teacher model has been explored in [9] .
Motivated by these pre-training and initialization techniques, we propose a multi-stage training strategy for online AED models. In terms of contribution: (a) We propose a new multi-stage training strategy for improving the accuracy of online AED models. (b) We explore three different methods for training the ULSTM based encoder models at two levels of linguistic granularity, character and byte pair encoding Fig. 1 . Block schematic of the proposed multi-stage multitask character-to-BPE online AED model.
(BPE) [14] units. (c) For each of the above three methods, we propose different pre-training strategies that help the models converge better. These strategies are not limited to our methods, but can also be applied to any LSTM based ASR model in general. This work is organized in the following manner. Section 2 gives an overview of attention based encoder-decoder models. Section 3 describes our strategy. Section 4 contains experimental details and results. And we conclude in Section 5.
ATTENTION BASED ENCODER-DECODER MODELS
A block schematic of the multi-stage multi-task characterto-BPE (C2B) online AED model proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 . The model consists of three distinct stages, a character encoder, a BPE stack, and an attention decoder. The character encoder consists of several ULSTM layers with an optional maxpool (MP) layer in-between. It converts an input sequence x = {x i } T i=1 of length T into a sequence of hidden character embeddings h char = {h char j } Tc j=1 of length T c , and j = i/T s where T s denotes the overall time subsampling (TS) factor introduced by the MP layers. The BPE stack consists of a few additional ULSTM layers again with an optional MP layer in-between. This converts the input character embeddings into a sequence of BPE embeddings
A single feed-forward (FF) projection layer followed by a softmax is used on top of the character encoder and BPE stack to convert the embeddings (h char and h bpe ) into probability distributions (P (y char j |x 1:i ) and P (y bpe k |x 1:i )) over the corresponding character and BPE target labels, respectively, as shown in the figure. The character encoder and the BPE encoder are trained using two different CTC losses on character and BPE targets (L char CT C and L bpe CT C ), respectively [15] . The CTC loss function for any chosen target labels lab (can be either char or bpe in our case) is given by
Here, π = A(y lab * , h lab ) denotes one of all possible alignments between the ground-truth target sequence y lab * and the encoder embeddings h lab either by repeating the output labels or by inserting a blank symbol.
An MP layer has no trainable parameters, but helps primarily in reducing the length of an input sequence by a predetermined pooling factor. It has been observed that reducing the input sequence length progressively through the encoder helps in better convergence and accuracy of the AED models [2, 8, 16] . In this work, we use an overall time reduction factor of 2 for character encoder, and an additional reduction factor of 4 in the BPE stack, taking the overall reduction factor for the BPE encoder to 8. An MP layer wherever used has a reduction factor of 2 along the time-dimension unless specified otherwise. In this work, we use BPE based sub-word units as the final target labels for the AED model. Character labels are used as intermediate targets in a multi-task training strategy.
The attention decoder stage consists of an attention block and a decoder block. The attention block computes a context vector c l based on the encoder embeddings {h bpe 1:k }, previous predicted label y l−1 , and the previous decoder state s l−1 . Where, l is the target label produced at output after processing inputs x 1:i . In this paper, we use MoChA for the attention block to ensure online or streaming decoding [7] . The decoder consists of one or more ULSTM layers followed by a few fully connected FF layers and a softmax layer. The decoder uses the attention context vector, the previous state of the decoder, and the previous decoded label to generate the BPE label probabilities P (y bpe l |y bpe 1:l−1 , x 1:i ) at the softmax output. The AED model is trained with a cross-entropy (CE) loss L CE bpe between these label probabilities and the ground truth target labels given by
where * denotes ground truth BPE target labels and L is the length of the target sequence.
MULTI-STAGE MULTI-TASK TRAINING OF ONLINE ATTENTION MODELS
Training CTC based encoder models have often been found to be difficult with random initialization [13] . Initializing these models with weights pre-trained based on frame-wise cross-entropy using prior alignment between the input and output sequences has shown better convergence of these models [17, 18] . In [9] , a teacher-student transfer learning has been used to improve the convergence as well as the performance of character based CTC encoder models. In the case of AED models, it has been shown that a carefully designed layerwise pre-training strategy helps the models to converge better [2] . Similarly, a joint multi-task training using a CTC loss on the encoder and a CE loss on the attention decoder was proposed to improve the convergence and accuracies of AED models [19, 20] . In view of this, we propose a multi-stage multi-task training strategy to train our character-to-BPE (C2B) online AED models. The three different stages of our proposed training strategy are outlined below. In our work, pre-initialization would mean borrowing weights from an already well-trained model and pre-training would mean modifying some aspects of the network architecture during the initial part of the training.
Stage-1: Training the CTC-Char encoder
In the first stage, we train the CTC based character encoder (CTC-Char) model. We use a deep stack of ULSTM layers to predict character sequence y char given the input feature sequence x. We use one maxpool layer after the first ULSTM layer to reduce the encoder output length by a factor of 2. The character encoder output or embeddings for any given input x is given by
where L u i denotes the i th ULSTM layer, and P denotes a maxpool layer with a pooling factor of 2. The character encoder embeddings h char are passed through a linear projection or FF layer followed by a softmax layer which captures the distribution of the character labels along with the blank symbol used in the computation of CTC loss. This network is trained to minimize the CTC loss between the softmax output and the ground truth label sequence y char .
In order to improve the convergence of this model, we apply a layer-wise pre-training strategy moving from a higher time reduction factor to a lower factor, similar to [21] . We start with three ULSTM layers and we then incrementally add a new ULSTM layer approximately every 1/3 rd of an epoch. Also, we use fixed MP layer after the first ULSTM layer and a floating MP layer before the last ULSTM layer, in order to maintain an overall time-reduction factor of 4 during the pretraining. The floating MP layer is removed after adding all the ULSTM layers reducing the overall time-reduction factor to two. Starting the training with all the ULTSM layers at once with a reduction factor of 2 leads to sub-optimal results, around 10% higher relative error as compared to our approach. Using higher reduction factor (8 or 16) is not feasible for character based CTC encoders as the input sequences tend to become shorter than the target sequences.
Stage-2: Training the CTC-BPE encoder
In Stage-2, we start with the character encoder model trained in Stage-1, and convert it into a BPE encoder (CTC-BPE) model by using one of the three methods depicted in Fig. 2 .
C2B-Replace: Char-to-BPE encoder by replacing losses
In this method, we convert the pre-trained character encoder to BPE encoder by replacing the character CTC loss with BPE CTC loss. Two additional MP layers are added after the 2 nd and 3 rd ULSTM layers, taking the overall time-reduction factor to 8 including a factor of 2 from the character encoder. The BPE encoder output is given by
Similar to the pre-training strategy of the character encoder, we start with a high time-reduction factor of 32 using additional MP layers and gradually removing them one by one to a final factor of 8.
C2B-Joint: Char-to-BPE encoder with joint losses
In this method, we convert the pre-trained character encoder to a BPE encoder by adding a BPE stack containing two UL-STM layers on top of character model and two additional MP layers to increase the overall reduction factor to 8. The BPE encoder output for this model is given by
The model is trained with the joint losses of character CTC and BPE CTC as shown in Fig. 2(b) . There was no additional pre-training strategy applied for this method. Fig. 2 . Overview of methods to convert character encoder to BPE encoder. The dashed arrows for L CT C char in C2B-Replace and C2B-Freeze indicate that they will be removed during Stage-2.
C2B-Freeze: C2B-Joint with an initial freeze on character encoder
In this method, the conversion from character to BPE encoder is exactly similar to the C2B-Joint method, except for the absence of character CTC loss and freezing the character encoder for approximately one epoch after adding the additional BPE stack. An additional pretraining strategy was used by increasing the pooling factors of last two MP layers in the BPE stack from 2 to 4, making the overall reduction factor as 32 at the start of training. The overall reduction factor is gradually reduced to 8, by reducing the factors of the last two MP layers from 4 to 2, one at a time after half and one epoch of training, respectively. The BPE encoder output for this model is given by
where F denotes a temporary freeze operation on the pretrained character model.
Stage-3: Training the attention-decoder
In this stage, we use the BPE encoder trained from Stage-2 and build an end-to-end attention system by attaching a decoder with MoChA attention on top of it. Our decoder has a single ULSTM layer. We also use attention feedback and a maxout layer similar to to [2] . This whole network is now trained with the cross-entropy loss between decoder output and the ground truth BPE target labels.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Datasets and training
All our experiments are reported on the publicly available 1000 hours Librispeech corpus [22] . The dev and test sets consist of clean and other subsets. For our ULSTM encoder experiments (CTC-Char and CTC-BPE), we use combined dev set consisting of dev-clean and dev-other to evaluate our models. Our character vocabulary consists of 29 labels, all upper-case English alphabets, an unknown symbol, an end of sentence (eos) symbol, and space symbol to denote word boundaries. For BPE, we use a vocabulary of size 10K for all our experiments. The word error rate (WER) results are reported for our online AED models on the test-clean and testother subsets. We use 40-dimensional MFCC features extracted with librosa [23] , which are then combined into variable batch sized chunks so as to keep the number of frames processed per training step constant. We use 6 ULSTM layers for the CTC-Char models each with 256 units, and a dropout of 0.3 [24] . We also use batch normalization after each ULSTM layer of the encoder [25] . Our decoder consists of a single ULSTM layer with 1024 units. We use RETURNN framework for all our experiments [26, 2, 27] . In all our experiments we use Adam optimizer [28] with an initial learning rate of 0.0008 and learning rate scheduling using a cross-validation set. We also use linear learning rate warm-up [1] along with gradient clipping. For generating the best hypothesis during the test time, we use beam search with beam size 12.
Effect of multi-stage training on CTC-Char model
In this section, we study the effect of our multi-stage training on the CTC character encoder model. For this, we use the CTC-Char model obtained after Stage-2 training of the C2B-Joint strategy, after removing the BPE stack, as our candidate model. The CTC-Char models from the other two strategies (C2B-Replace and C2B-Freeze) could not be evaluated owing to the removal of the CTC-Char losses during Stage-2 training. We compare our model against two baselines. (1) A 6 layer ULSTM baseline trained without any pre-training. (2) A 6 layer ULSTM baseline trained using similar pre-training strategy as ours in Section 3.1.
We also compare our multi-stage training strategy with previously proposed teacher-student transfer learning based approach [9] . We train a BLSTM based CTC character encoder, exactly similar to training a ULSTM CTC character encoder as outlined in Section 3.1), as the teacher model. The teacher model had 256 BLSTM units in each layer in each direction, and achieved a character error rate (CER) of 7.6%. We then use frame-wise Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence based teacher-student transfer learning to train the student model. Table 1 shows the performance of different character encoder models in terms of CER on the combined dev set. Just with pre-training, the vanilla or baseline CTC-Char model achieves 10% relative improvement over the baseline. Our proposed multi-stage approach performs ∼26% better than the baseline without PT, and ∼17% better than the baseline with PT. During the training of C2B-Joint, character loss increases initially but ultimately settles down to a much lower value (26% relative) due to guidance from the BPE loss. Also, our model performs ∼16% better than model trained using teacher-student training without the need of any teacher model.
Performance of CTC-BPE encoder model
The performance of various CTC-BPE encoder models in terms of BPE label error rate (BER) on the combined dev set is given in Table 2 . As a baseline, we use an encoder model with 8 layer ULSTM stack and 3 MP layers, trained in a single stage. When trained with a single BPE CTC loss, random initialization and without any pre-training, the model failed to converge. This may be due to the lack of sufficient gradient flow in the backward direction for the update of weights in an otherwise deep network. When the same model is trained with an additional character CTC loss after 6 th layer, it converged to a BER of ∼33.15%. We obtain the best results of ∼27% BER when we trained this baseline model with only the BPE CTC loss, but with a pre-training similar to that outlined in Section 3. We use this model as the baseline for our CTC-BPE experiments.
To show the effectiveness of pre-training techniques we also calculate BER for models trained with and without pretraining (only applicable for C2B-Replace and C2B-Freeze). We tried pre-training C2B-Joint with a strategy similar to C2B-Freeze but it did not converge for us. A more carefully crafted pre-training might be required for well convergence of joint loss models having CTC-Char initialization. Also, not freezing the CTC-Char weights leads to non-convergence as the initial epochs of CTC-BPE training adversely affect the well trained CTC-Char weights. Table 2 shows the corresponding results. For each method, pre-training gives better performance as compared to normal training. While training baseline with BPE CTC loss without pre-training does not converge, training similar architecture, C2B-Freeze with pre-initialization converges well even without pre-training suggesting that CTC-Char weights are indeed a very good initializer for CTC-BPE models. We achieve ∼10.6% relative improvement using C2B-Joint, ∼7.6% relative improvement using C2B-Replace and ∼12.35% relative improvement using C2B-Freeze over the baseline.
We note that each of our methods has some advantage over the others. C2B-Joint has one big advantage that it also improves the performance of CTC-Char online model. Joint loss between character and BPE helps both of them to converge to a better optimum. For applications where we need character outputs, we can simply discard the two additional layers and just use the character stack. C2B-Replace has an obvious advantage of being smaller in size and performing comparably to others. C2B-Freeze is the best performing method amongst the three.
Performance of online C2B-AED models 4.4.1. Baseline
For comparison with our models, we train equivalent models without pre-initialization (i.e. random initialization). These models contain 8 ULSTM layers as the encoder, with a time reduction of two after each of the first three ULSTM layers. We use MoChA online attention and decoder architectures the same as mentioned before. Along with that, we use layer-wise pre-training similar to those in Section 3, where we start with an initial reduction factor of 32 and decrease it incrementally to 8 after one epoch. For better convergence we try different training techniques including (1) Training with only CE loss (2) Training with combined CTC and CE loss [19] (3) Using combined loss for the first pass over the data (i.e. pre-training stage) and training with CE loss afterward. CTC loss is computed between the outputs of BPE encoder and target labels. And CE loss is computed between the outputs of decoder and target labels. We compare the performance of these baselines in Table 3 . As we can see using CTC during initial epochs helps as it ensures better initial convergence for ULSTM encoder weights. Table 4 shows the performance of our C2B online AED model as compared to the baselines mentioned above. We use the C2B-Joint model from Stage-2 with a BER of 24.08% to initialize our Stage-3 AED model primarily for its simplicity in training and good performance. Also, following our observations during training of baseline models, we discard the CTC losses used in C2B-Joint BPE encoder.
Our proposed C2B online AED model
We also combine our models with an external RNN language model (RNN-LM) obtained from [21] . This RNN-LM was trained on officially available 800M word dataset of Lib-riSpeech and has a perplexity score of ∼65.9. We use shallow fusion [29] for combining RNN-LM and our model. For test-clean, we achieve ∼30% relative improvement without external LM and over 35% relative with external LM. Our final C2B online AED model has only a total of around 20M parameters. And achieves 5.04 WER on LibriSpeech. This is the best WERs reported in literature on Librispeech corpus for online attention based encoder-decoder models, to the best of our knowledge.
Experiments with bigger model
We also try our approaches on bigger models with ULSTM cell size as 1024 instead of 256 having around 4 times more parameters (∼ 86M parameters). The baseline for 1024 mod- We also explored initializing lower layers of the encoder with a model trained on an auxiliary loss. Specifically, we trained a 3 layer ULSTM model with frame level CE loss and phone target for each frame. These layer weights were then used to initialize lower layers of 5 layer ULSTM model which had an MP layer (pooling factor of 2) after the third ULSTM layer. The model is trained with CTC loss and phone sequence as the target. We now use these weights for initializing encoder which is 7 layer ULSTM model with MP layers after the third ULSTM layer (pooling factor of 2) and fifth ULSTM layer (pooling factor of 4). We also attach decoder and MoChA attention. The model is then trained with CE loss with the sequence of BPE as the target. We also use pre-training where we add a MP layer (pooling factor of 4) after the sixth ULSTM layer till half the data is seen. Frame level target and overall phone sequence for given audio were obtained from HMM/DMM systems using Montreal Forced Aligner [30] and Kaldi toolkit [31] . We call these experiments as FCE experiments.
Results for above 1024 sized models are summarized in table 5. Here also our strategy achieves over 7% relative improvement over the baseline without using LM. And about 8.4% relative improvement after doing shallow fusion using the same external LM as Section 4.4.2.
CONCLUSION
We present an effective multi-stage training strategy for online attention encoder-decoder models that achieves significant improvements over it's baseline. All three stages of our 3-staged training strategy are themselves online end-to-end system at three different levels of granularity. Our strategy achieves significant improvements for all the stages involved. The performance of our online C2B AED models are the best WERs reported on Librispeech corpus for online attention based encoder-decoder models, to the best of our knowledge.
